
PROPOSAL – POST DOCTORAL OFFER
Low latency search for gravitational waves from compact coalescing binaries  in the

Advanced Virgo and Advanced LIGO data

Summary

Within  the  EGO  (European  Gravitational  Observatory)  fellowship  program,  the  CNRS  LAPP (Laboratoire
d’Annecy de Physique des Particules) Institute is opening a post-doctoral position in gravitational wave research,
to contribute to developing and running a low latency gravitational wave search for compact binary coalescences
with Advanced Virgo/LIGO to trigger electromagnetic follow-ups.

The advent of second generation ground-based gravitational wave (GW) detectors has led to the first detections of
GW signals  from  binary  black  hole  and  binary  neutron  star  coalescences.  With  a  three-detector  network  of
improving sensitivity, there are strong prospects of many more detections, including from new types of sources.
Multi-messenger astronomy is a key aspect of the advanced detectors science program, required to maximize the
science return from GW events. 

In  particular,  in  the  case  of  compact  binary  coalescences  (CBC),  associating  detections  with  possible
electromagnetic counterparts leads to crucial benefits: further exploring the connection between CBCs and short
hard gamma-ray bursts,  providing precise sky localization and astrophysical context, providing redshift – thus
allowing to use CBCs as standard sirens to measure the Hubble constant in the local Universe. 

The LAPP group has played a major role in the construction,  commissioning and data analysis of  the Virgo
experiment and its Advanced Virgo upgrade. In particular, it has been contributing to a program that involves
searching for GW events in real time and sending out alerts to Xray/optical telescopes for the most significant
candidates in order to search for possible electromagnetic counterparts. In that program, a search for CBC signals
has been performed with the MBTA pipeline, developed by the LAPP group in collaboration with the Virgo group
in Urbino. It is an on-going effort to run and improve the pipeline.

Position and Main Responsibilities

The post-doc fellow will join the team committed to developing and running a low-latency CBC search with the
MBTA pipeline on the Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo data collected during the planned 2018-2019 science
run and further. The post-doc fellow will be a member of the Virgo collaboration, which is connected to the LIGO
scientific collaboration by an agreement involving data sharing and joint data analysis.

The successful candidate will contribute to the following aspects:
• optimize the performance of the search regarding various aspects: latency, computing efficiency, detection

efficiency, background rejection, sky localisation of events
• monitor the performance of the low-latency search
• get involved in the operation of the low-latency search and in the rapid response to event candidates

identified by the search as worth sending an alert to astronomers partners for electromagnetic follow-up
• carry out further investigations on any significant event candidate identified by the low-latency search
• contribute to further evolutions of the pipeline and their validation
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Required qualifications and how to apply

Interested  applicants  should  have  a  recent  PhD  degree  in  physics  (astroparticle  physics,  particle  physics,
astrophysics). They should submit a Curriculum Vitae, a description of their research experience and arrange for
letters of recommendation to be sent to Loïc Rolland (loic.rolland@lapp.in2p3.fr)

Applications should be submitted by June 1st, 2018. Late applications will be accepted until the position is filled.
Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

Laboratory environment

LAPP is a combined CNRS and Université Savoie Mont-Blanc unit.  Close to 150 people are working at LAPP:
researchers, professors, engineers and support staff, students and visiting scientists. The laboratory is very actively
involved in several large international collaborations working on accelerators, neutrino detectors and astroparticle
experiments (Virgo, AMS, H.E.S.S., CTA and LSST). Involved in many R&D and construction programs for large
research infrastructures, the laboratory’s skills cover a large scope of domains involving innovative technologies in
micro-electronics, complex mechanical structure design and optimization, grid computing and scientific software
developments. The location of LAPP, 50 km from CERN, and the presence of the theory laboratory LAPTh in the
same premises, make the LAPP campus a very attractive research place for scientists contributing to particle and
astroparticle  physics.  LAPP hosts  the  MUST mid-range data  storage and computing centre  -  widely open to
distributed computing infrastructure supporting research and academic projects.

Information

Type of contract:           temporary contract
Appointment period:     the initial appointment is for  2 years.
Scheduled Hire date:      July 2018     /     /     
Remuneration:               between 2000 and 2300 Euros monthly gross, according to work experience.
Workplace:                    LAPP at Annecy (74941)
Attachment:                   Virgo  collaboration
Trips:                             some short trips have to be planned in France and abroad

Contact

Administrative Contact Scientific Contact for more information
Name: Caroline MARCHAND Name: Loïc ROLLAND
Phone 
Number: 

+33(0)4.50.09.16.02 E-mail: loic.rolland  @lapp.in2p3.f  r

E-mail: caroline.marchand@lapp.in2p3.f  r
Web site: http://lapp.in2p3.f  r 
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